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The principal result is a new proof, independent of complex function 
theory, that the spectrum of any element of a real Banach algebra is nonempty 
(Theorem III). The methods used include elementary properties of plane 
convex sets, and the existence in a commutative algebra, of a continuous 
square root on any convex set of invertible elements which contains a square 
-this square root being uniquely determined by its value at one point. The 
proof (Theorem II) of the existence of a continuous square root (or of a con- 
tinuous nth root for n > 2) is derived from a more general result (Theorem I) 
and depends heavily on commutativity, invertibility, and convexity. Theorem I 
deals with a function whose values lie in a locally convex linear topological 
space, and gives conditions which guarantee when several local continuous 
right inverses of this function may be combined to form a continuous right 
inverse with “large” domain. The “large” domain may be any convex subset 
of the range of the function, provided certain local conditions (Definition 3) 
are satisfied by the local inverses. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Real Banach algebras have been most often studied by the process of 
complexification [l, pp. 6-81 followed by application of the theory of 
complex Banach algebras. Certain authors, in particular Arens and 
Kaplansky [2], Kaplansky [3], K a d ison [4], and Ingelstam [Sj, have 
treated various aspects of the real case directly. 
In a similar spirit, this paper uses noncomplex methods to prove 
(Theorem III) that the spectrum (suitably defined) of any element of a 
real Banach algebra with identity is not empty. (The case of an algebra 
without identity is not treated here.) 
The principle tool is the existence, in a commutative algebra, of a 
continuous square root on any convex set of regular elements which 
contains a square, this square root being uniquely determined by its 
value at one point. Commutativity, convexity, and regularity play 
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essential roles. The elementary fact that the intersection of convex sets 
is convex is repeatedly used. 
The existence of the continuous square root (or of an nth root for 
n >, 2) may be regarded as a special case of a “global invertibility” 
theorem for functions whose range lies in a locally convex linear 
topological space. Theorem I gives conditions which guarantee that 
a local continuous right inverse can be extended (or several local 
continuous right inverses can be amalgamated) to form a continuous 
right inverse with a “large” domain. Roughly speaking, if a function 
is sufficiently well-behaved locally (Definition 3), any convex subset 
of its range will admit a continuous right inverse. 
We also include a proof (Proof 2) of the nonemptiness of the 
spectrum which depends on the theory of harmonic functions. This 
proof is merely an adaptation of a familiar proof for complex algebras 
(e.g., [6, p. 1741). D epending as it does on the topology of the plane, 
it lies outside the spirit of our approach. 
2. A “GLOBAL INVERTIBILITY” THEOREM 
Let X be a topological space, Y a locally convex linear topological 
space, andf a mapping of the set X into Y. 
DEFINITION 1. g is a continuous right inverse (c.r.i.) off on E Cf(X) 
means 
(i) g : E -+ X is a continuous mapping, 
(ii) for each y E E,f( g(y)) = y. 
DEFINITION 2. f is uniformZy locally invertible (uf.Z.i.) on E Cf(X) 
means there is a neighborhood N of the origin in Y such that, for each 
y E E andfor each x E f -l( y), there is a c.r.i. g on N + y with g( y) = x. 
DEFINITION 3. f is uniformly and uniquely locally invertible 
(udi.) on E Cf(X) means f is uf Li. on E and the c.r.i. g of DeJnition 2 
is uniquely determined by the condition g(y) = x, in the following sense: 
if C is any convex subset of N + y, withy E C, and if g, is any c.r.i. on C 
with glt y) = x, then g and g, agree throughout C. 
Note: Omitting the uniformity requirement and taking into 
account the local convexity of Y, this definition may be paraphrased 
thus: if y = f(x), there is an open convex set N including the convex 
hull of {y} d an a unique c.r.i. g, on N with g(y) = x. In this guise, 
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our basic assumption turns out to be the “one-point” form of Lemmas 
1 and 2. To proceed from “one-point” to “two or more points” 
requires the uniformity condition. 
DEFINITION 4. f is uniquely invertible on convex sets (uq.i.c.s.) in 
E C f (X) means ;f C is any convex subset of E and ifg, and g, are c.r.i. 
on C, then either g,( y) = gz( y) throughout C or g,(y) # gz( y) throughout 
c. 
Note: The term “uniquely invertible on convex sets” was chosen 
to avoid cumbersome language; however, the existence of a c.r.i. is not 
postulated. 
PROPOSITION 1. A necessary and suficient condition that f be 
u.u.1.i. on some neighborhood of each point of E is that f be uf.1.i. on some 
neighborhood of each point of E and uq.i.c.s. on E. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. To prove necessity, let C be any 
convex subset of E, let A = (y E C; gr(y) = gz( y)}, and let B = C\A. 
We shall show that both A and B are open in C; the conclusion 
follows from the connectedness of C. 
Ify, E C, let NO be a neighborhood of yO on which f is uf.1.i. Then 
let N be a convex, symmetric neighborhood of the origin fulfilling 
the requirements of Definition 2 for the set E = NO . 
A is open in C: if y,, E A, let g be a c.r.i. on N + yO with g(y,) = 
g,(y,). Then g and g, agree on C n N + yO ; similarly for g and g, , 
Thus Cn N+y,CA. 
B is open in C: suppose y,, E B and y E C A NO . Let g be a c.r.i. on 
N + y with g(y) = g,(y). Then g = g, throughout C n N + y. If 
YECnNonN+yo, then y,, E C n N + y, since N is symmetric; 
in this case, g(y,) = g,(y,). It is impossible that also g,(y) = g,(y), 
for then gl(yo) = g(yo) = g2(yo). Thus C n No n N + y. C B I 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a topological space, Y a locally convex linear 
topological space and f a mapping of the set X into Y. Also let K be a 
convex subset off(X) and y = f (x) any point in K. 
Suppose that f is u.u.1.i. on each line segment in K and also on a 
neighborhood of each point of K. 
Then there is a unique c.r.i. g on K with g(y) = x. 
In order to stress the local character of the hypothesis, we prefer 
to state the condition “u.u.1.i.” instead of the equivalent conditions 
“uf.1.i.” and “uq.i.c.s.“. These latter conditions, however, are most 
frequently used in the proof. 
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The proof of Theorem I is preceded by three lemmas, in each of 
which the hypotheses of Theorem I apply. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that the line segment L = [ y1 , y,,] C K and that 
y1 =f(xl). Then th ere exists an open convex set T 3 L and a unique c.r.i. 
g, on T with gT(yl) = x1 . 
Proof. f is uf.1.i. on L; let N be a convex neighborhood of the 
origin satisfying the requirements of Definition 2 for E = L. 
L n N + y1 is a subsegment of L; one end point is yi-call the other 
x1 . Then u = &(x1 - yi) E N. 
Define yi = y1 + (i - l)u, i = 1, 2 ,..., p + 1 where y0 lies on the 
half-open segment (y, , yp+J. Then, because u E N, yi E N + yi-i , 
for i = 2, 3,...,p + 1; and because N is convex y,, E N + yp . 
We now look at the translated neighborhoods N, = N + yi , 
N, = N + yz ,..., Np = N + y* . A consequence of the convexity of 
N is this: if a point belongs to two of these neighborhoods, it belongs to 
all “intermediate” neighborhoods, i.e., 
if y E -Vi n Nk , with k 3 i + 2, then y E Nj , for i < j < k. (1) 
For: y = yi + ui = yk + uL with ui and uk E N, whence 
ui = (k - i) u + Uk . 
Ifi<j<K, 
and the expression in brackets is a convex combination of points in N. 
Using the condition “u.u.l.i.” on L, we successively define a c.r.i. 
on each of these neighborhoods: 
g, is the unique c.r.i. on Ni with g,( yi) = xi , 
gi is the unique c.r.i. on Ni with gi(yi) = g+i(yJ, i = 2, 3 ,..., p. 
Let R = Nl u **- u Np ; then R is open and L C R. Since L is 
compact and convex, there is an open, convex set T with L C T C R. 
(This can be proved by an argument similar to that in [6, Prop. III, 
pp. 359-3601.) We define g, : T--f X by: 
gT(Y) = &(Y) for y E Ni n T, i = 1) 2 ,..., p. 
gT is certainly a c.r.i. on T if it is well-defined, the continuity 
following from the facts that gi is continous and Ni n T is open. The 
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validity of the definition is implied by the condition “uq.i.c.s.” and (1) 
as follows: Suppose y E Ni n Nk , where k 3 i + 1. First, gi = gi+l 
throughout Ni n N,,, , sinceg,(yi+r) = g,+,(yf+r). If k > i + 1, then 
i?. a+1 = gi+a on NM n ha ; whence g, = g,+l = g,.,, throughout 
Ni n N,+l n Ni+2 . Eventually, gi = gi+l = *.. = gk on 
NinNi+ln . ..nN.. 
The uniqueness of g, follows from “uq.i.c.s.” a 
LEMMA 2. Let A be the convex hull of (yl , yz , y3), and suppose that 
A C K and that y1 = f (x1). Then there is an open convex set D 1 A and 
a unique c.r.i. g, on D with g,(y,) = x1 . 
Proof. If y E A and y # y1 , then the ray from yr through y meets 
the segment [ya , ya] in a point U; call the segment [yl , U] = L. Now 
apply Lemma 1 to L, thus obtaining, for each y E A, y # y1 , an open 
convex set TV and a c.r.i. g, on TV with g,(yJ = xi . 
Let R = UW,~+~~ TU and let D be an open convex set with 
ACDCR. Wedefineg,: D-+Xby: 
g&> = &M for UE TV n D. 
As before, g, will be a c.r.i. on D if it is well-defined. The validity 
of the definition is again a consequence of “uq.i.c.s”: if u E TV n T, , 
then&) = g&) since these two c.r.i. agree aty, and thus throughout 
T,n Tz * I 
LEMMA 3. Let K, be a convex subset of Y and g,, a c.r.i. on K, ; 
let y,, be a point outside K,, and Kl be the convex hull of K, v (y,,}. 
Suppose Kl C K. Then there is an open set R 1 Kl and a unique c.r.i. 
g, on R with g, = g, on K,, . 
Proof. If u E K, , there is a y E K,, such that u EL = [y, y,]. 
Apply Lemma 1 to obtain an open, convex set T, 3 L and a c.r.i. g, on 
T, with g,(y) = gO( y). Let R = UUEKO TV and define g, : R --f X by: 
As before, g, will be a c.r.i. if well-defined. The validity of the 
definition now depends on Lemma 2. Suppose u E T, n T, withy and 
x E K,, ; we wish to show that g,(u) = gz(u). Let A be the convex hull 
of (y, x, u}, and apply Lemma 2 to obtain an open, convex set D EJ A 
and a c.r.i. g, on D with g,(y) = g,(y). Then gD(u) = g,(u), since 
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g, and g, agree at y and thus throughout D n T, ; g,(x) = g,,(x), 
since these two c.r.i.’ agree at y and thus throughout D n K, ; 
g,,(u) = g,(u) since they agree at x and thus throughout D n T, ; in 
summary, g,(u) = gDW = g&4 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. To establish the existence of g, order by 
inclusion and extension the set of triples (C, R, h), where C is convex 
with y E CC K; R is open and CC R; and h is a c.r.i. on R with 
h(y) = X. Zorn’s Lemma applies: a maximal element (K, , R, , g,) 
must have K, = K; otherwise g, can be extended by Lemma 3. 
Uniqueness follows from “uq.i.c.s.” 1 
3. CONTINUOUS ~ZTH ROOTS 
Let A be a real commutative Banach algebra with identity e and let 
G denote the group of regular (i.e., invertible) elements of A. By n we 
shall denote any integer greater than 1. 
DEFINITION 4. r is a continuous n-th root (c.w.) on EC A means r 
iszytinuous mapping with domain D II E and [r(x)]” = x for each 
l/n DEFINITION 5. 13’; = C&, k (e - x)k for those x where the 
( 1 
series converges, l/n 
( 1 
h being the binomial coeecient. 
LEMMA 4. G’;‘- is a c.n.r. on S(e, 1) = {x E A; (/ e - x 11 < l}, 
with 6 = e. 
Proof. The series converges absolutely and uniformly on 
S(e, 1 - E) for E > 0, thus defining a continuous function on S(e, 1). 
The absolute convergence justifies the formal multiplication of the 
series B 
PROPOSITION 2. If y0 E C and x0” = y. , then there is a 6 > 0 with 
the following properties: 
(i) if y E S( y0 ,6) = N,, , then y is an n-th power 
(ii) for each y E N,, andfor each x such that x” = y, there exists a 
c.n.r. r on S(y, 6) = S(O,6) + y = N + y with r(y) = x. 
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Proof. By the continuity of the inverse and the norm, there is a 6, 
such that 11 y - y. ]I < 6, implies that ]I y-l (1 < 2 )I y IJ;i, Set 
6 = min So , 
I 
1 
i 2IIY;llJ - 
Iflly-x,II <&then 
IIe-~;4ll ~IIY~~II~IIY -y&/d 
so that m exists; 
-- 
then y = [x, qy;iy]“. Similarly, if 
II~-y~Il<~andlIy--ll<6,thenlIe-yy-~u~)<1,sothatwe 
may define r(u) = x m 
PROPOSITION 3. If L = [yl , y,,] is any line segment in G and if 
y1 = xln, then 
(i) each y EL is an n-th power 
(ii) there exists a p > 0 such that for each y c L and for each x 
such that xfi = y, there exists a c.n.r. r on S(y, p) = S(0, 1-1) + y = 
N + y with r(y) = x. 
Proof. L being compact, and y -+ l/2 (1 y-l (I being continuous, we 
set 
/I = min 
I 
As to (ii): on S(y, EL), define T(U) = x m Y is well-defined since 
(I u - y II < p < l/l1 y-l Il. As to (i): Set 
yi=yl+(i-l)p yo--1 
IIYO --yl II ’ 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., p + 1, whereyO 1’ ies in the segment (yP , y,+J. If y EL, 
y lies in some segment [yz , y$+i) or in [y, , y,,]. Each of the nth roots 
fly= is well-defined for i = 1, 2,..., p; so also is -, if 
y E [yi , yi+J. Then y is the nth power of 
LEMMA 5. Let Q = {q E A; qn = e}. Each point of Q is isolated. 
Proof. Suppose pn = 9% = e; set t = p-lq. Then 0 = e - tn = 
(e - t) P(t), where P(U) = e + u + *** + zP1 is a polynomial with 
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P(e) - ne. By the continuity of P, there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
II u - e 11 < 6 implies that I/ P(U) - P(e)11 < n, whence 
i e - r P(U) ji = A 11 P(e) - P(U)ll < 1. 
For such U, l/n P(U) and so also P(U) belong to G. Thus if jl e - t /( < 8, 
ifep- t) P(t) = 0 yie Id se = t. In summary: if /I p - Q Ij < S/II p-1 /I and 
n = q” = e, thenp = q. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose r1 and r2 are c.n.r. on the connected set 
C C G. If yl(y) = ydy) for SOme YE C, 0~ if T~Y&I[~%(Y&~ -+ e 
for some sequence (yk} C C, then rl = r2 throughout C. 
Proof. Let q(y) = rl(y)[rz(y)]-l for y E C. Then q is continuous, 
so that q(C) is connected. For each y E C, [q(y)]” = e, so that q(C) C Q. 
By Lemma 5, q(C) consists of just one point; either of the conditions of 
the hypothesis forces this point to be e. 1 
THEOREM II. Let A be a real, commutative Banach algebra with 
identity e, let G be the group of regular elements of A, and let n > 2 
be an r’nteger. Suppose that K,, and K are convex subsets of G with 
K, C K, and that r,, is a c.n.r. on K,, . Then there exists a unique c.n.r. 
r on K with r(u) = r,,(u) for u E K, . 
Proof. We shall show that Theorem I applies. First we specify 
X, Y, f, K, y, and x of Theorem I as follows: X = Y = A; f = p, 
where p(x) = xn; K of Theorem I is K of this theorem; y is any point 
ofK,,;andx = rO(y). To show that the hypotheses of Theorem I are 
satisfied, it suffices to show: 
(i) K Cp(X), i.e. each u E K is an nth power. 
(ii) p is uf.1.i. on a neighborhood of each point of K. 
(iii) p is uf.1.i. on each line segment in K. 
(iv) p is uq.i.c.s. in K. 
Now (i) follows from Proposition 3(i) applied to the line segment 
[y, u]. Having established (i), (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from 
Propositions 2(ii) and 3(ii), respectively. (iv) is a consequence of 
Proposition 4. 
Since a c.r.i. of p is a c.n.r., Theorem I gives a c.n.r. r on K uniquely 
determined by the condition r(y) = ro(y). But then uniqueness on 
convex sets requires r(u) = Y,,(U) for all u E K0 . m 
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Remark. One can similarly establish the existence of a continuous 
logarithm (cl.) on a convex subset K of the range of the exponential 
function exp. exp x = C,“=, 9/k! is continuous on all of A and 
exp A = G, , the component of G containing e. In modifying the 
treatment of the 8th root given above, exp x plays the role of xn and 
L(X) = C,“=, (e - x)k/k that of l;/X. 
In fact, one could begin by establishing the existence of a c.1. and 
then derive the properties of a c.n.r.: suppose K is a convex subset of 
G and y0 = x,, n E K. Then K, = y;lK is a convex subset of G, 
containing e; let I be the c.1. on K, with Z(e) = 0. Then 
Y(Y) = XrJ exP [; l(Y;‘Y)] 
is a c.n.r. on K with ~(y,,) = x0. 
4. THE SPECTRUM IS NOT EMPTY 
DEFINITION 6. (Kaplansky [3]). Let A be a real Banach algebra 
with identity e and let x E A. The spectrzlm of x is the set 
sp(~) = ((f, 7) E R2; (x - [e)” + T2e has no inverse in A}. 
THEOREM III. Let A be a real Banach algebra with identity e, and 
let x be any point of A. Then sp(x) is not empty. 
Proof 1. Consideration of a maximal commutative subalgebra 
of A containing x and e permits us to confine the argument to the 
commutative case. 
We shall assume that sp(x) is empty and reach a contradiction. Let 
K = ((x - 6e)2 + T2e; (5, 7) E R2). 0 ur assumption is precisely the 
statement that KC G. Let K, = {(x - te)” + +e; [2 + 32 > 12 11 x II”}. 
Then K,, C K; K,, and K are convex; and if .$” + q2 > 12 /I x )j2, 
I/ x2 - 25x (2 + q /I < 1. 
Thus 
21 x2 - 2.5x e + t2 + T2 
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is well-defined for (X - &)2 + q2e E K,, (we write 2/ for q) and we 
may define the continuous square root (c.s.r.) Y,, on K,, by: 
ro[(x - fe)” + v2e] = ro[x2 - 25x + (5” + +>el 
= d/52 de + ‘i2iy , 
dm being the positive square root of E2 + q2. 
We now extend r0 to a c.s.r r on all of K by Theorem II with n = 2, 
and then confine attention to the connected subset C of K, where: 
C = {(x - [e)“; f E R} = ((x - fe)” + T2e E K; 7 = O}. 
We now have two c.s.r. r1 and r2 on C: rl is the restriction of r to C; 
ra[(x - tee>7 = x - fe. Setting 
~(56) = fi[(x - W21 * +d(x - &‘eMF1, 
we have, for (X - Ee)” E C n K, : 
q(t) = d/2- 
li 
e + x2 >*” . [-6 (e - f)l-’ 
As t-+ ---a, dt3 --+ e; by Proposition 4, rl and r2 agree throughout C. 
On the other hand, as 5 -+ + co, q(f) -+ -e, the desired contra- 
diction, 1 
Proof 2. Assume that sp(x) is empty. Let f be any continuous 
(real-) linear functional on A; by assumption, 
is defined throughout the (.$, v)-plane. Direct computation shows that 
4 is harmonic and -+ 0 as f2 + q2 -+ co. The theory of harmonic 
functions says that 46 is identically zero; the Hahn-Banach theorem that 
q[(x - se)2 + v2e]-1 = 0, a contradiction. 1 
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